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Simply smart - 
for smart target groups
Cyclero® DrinkBags reveal a new world of flexible 
packaging, one that offers a wide range of different 
advantages. On the one hand, Cyclero® is light  weight 
and has the feel of a flow pack, while on the other 
hand it boasts the familiar barrier properties of metal 

cans. The trendy look of the can-like bag and its posi-
tive product attributes are the perfect combination to 
attract young, active consumer groups.
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Cyclero® DrinkBag: Exciting and different

Coolness to go: 
The Cyclero® DrinkBag combines a tantali-
singly soft, cool, metallic feel with the superi-
or ergonomics of a drinking can.

Maximum drinking comfort:
The generous opening ensures maximum 
drinking comfort while the practical size of 
the portion pack invites the drinker to enjoy 
his pleasure in one gulp.

Minimum waste:
No other high-barrier drink packaging 
creates such a small volume of waste as 
Cyclero®. 

Easy enjoyment:
Easy, appetising, hygienic: It is extremely 
easy to open with a seal to keep out impu-
rities.

New possibilities with the world‘s only round flow pack
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Pole position
with your customers
0.3 seconds: That’s how long it takes the average con-
sumer to make an impulse decision at the supermar-
ket shelf. Which is good news for Cyclero®, because 
drinks in particular have the power to attract with their 
appealing looks, feel and increasingly smart packaging 

with additional features and a high convenience factor. 
The round flow pack offers unbeatable design pos-
sibilities in terms of shape, colour, feel and function 
– giving you the best chance at marketing success.
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Setting sail for new markets with Cyclero® 
A package as innovative – and versatile – as your products

Keeps energy 
drinks fresh

Iced tea lasts longer Protects the aroma 
of coffee

Protects functional 
drinks from oxidation

Keeps alcopops 
noticeably cooler

Preserves the vitamins 
in fruit juices

Optimally protects dairy 
products against light
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Guilt-free pleasure while 
protecting the environment
Consumers and manufacturers are demanding the 
most environmentally friendly solutions from innovati-
ve packaging. In this area, Cyclero® scores high on all 
counts. It has the ideal shape/volume ratio, is the most 
lightweight in comparison with other packages and 

boasts an ingenious filling system: Cyclero® takes on 
its can shape directly off the roll at the filling point in-
house. With Cyclero® pre-formed packages no longer 
need to be transported, meaning fewer emissions.

Only 
4.0 g*

* tare of a 200 ml Cyclero® portion pack
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Environmental advantages
Cyclero® leads the way in life cycle assessment

Optimised logistics and 
warehousing

waste volume  

Glass

Can PET

Carton

Glass

Can PET
Carton

basic weight

Glass

Can

PET

Carton

non-renewable resource 

Only 
4.0 g*

2.5 m pre-formed 250 ml packs
are equal to 80 times the transport volume 
of 2.5 m Cyclero® DrinkBags on rolls.
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The Cyclero® system stands out most in its simplicity: 
The foil from Huhtamaki Ronsberg is transformed by 
the compact filling system in-house into the Cyclero® 
DrinkBag. This is how innovative product ideas are ap-
plied. Fast, uncomplicated and cost-efficient even in 
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smaller quantities. Material combinations are fine-
tuned to meet the barrier criteria of any non-carbona-
ted beverage.

Fine-tuned to perfection – 
from foil to filling system
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A system full of possibilities
The filling system of Cyclero® optimally combines 
compact design with top performance

The Cyclero®  FFS- System can be 
installed in spaces as small as 70 m2

Compact system – 
top performance

5. Pasteurisation 
 of ready pack

4. Ejecting

1. Bodymaker 2. Sealing lid 3. Filling and sealing bottom

6. Packaging Line

Cyclero© FFS System: simple, clever, 
space saving
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An investment 
that meets your needs
You have an innovative product – and with Cyclero® 
we bring you the packaging to go with it, tailored 
to your product, production volumes or available 
space. This provides you with customised solu-
tions that ensure a quick and successful market 

launch with very low upfront costs. Our experts 
are there to guide you with advice and hands-on 
support to help achieve success together with 
you. Let’s talk about it.
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The advantages keep on coming
Powerful arguments for Cyclero® – both big and small

*source: survey at Brau Beviale Nuremberg, December 2010
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is the share of primary packaging 
that a lorry transports with filled 
Cyclero® DrinkBags.

of the transport volume of 2.5 m 
regular, pre-formed 250ml packs is 
required for 2.5 m Cyclero packs 
on rolls.

is the weight of a 200 ml Cyclero® 
versus a metal can.

of all people would buy a drink in a 
Cyclero® pack*.

of all people surveyed consider 
Cyclero® to be the ideal on-the-go 
drink package*.

no deposit on the Cyclero® pack in 
Germany.



Huhtamaki Ronsberg  
Subsidiary of   
Huhtamaki Deutschland  
GmbH & Co KG 
 
Heinrich-Nicolaus-Strasse 6 
87671 Ronsberg, Germany 
Tel. +49 8306/77-0
Fax +49 8306/77-226

flexibles@de.huhtamaki.com
www.huhtamaki.com

Refreshing on the inside and outside
Great possibilities with Cyclero® DrinkBags
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